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New location for Group meetings.
I The Milton House Hotel off Grange Road in Monifieth has been pencilled in as the location for most
I of next season's Group meetings. Of course we cannot be certain yet that this is the ideal situation but it
certainly appears to offer the best package we've found to date.

There's been much talk of the loss of Broughty and Errol and the advantages these places offered but
perhaps such sentiments have been overplayed. Winter meetings in buildings unoccupied during the previ-
ous week tended to be difficult to heat. Some dampness at Broughty led to the demise of the TV and the
video machine, facilities available at Milton House should we need them. Milton House is cheaper than
Errol or Broughty and will not give the Group the problems and expense of insurance, security etc. I

I Tea coffee biscuits and sandwiches are available anytime we want them or full meals should anyone

I
feel the urge. The location is also reasonable with parking, a bus route nearby and being closer to the
homes of most members than was the case at Errol. Collectively, causes for some for optimism. I

I

I

1

Poor attendance for
AGM.

Not even the attraction of the dis-
trict's finest ale house could draw
members away from their firesides for
this years AGM. An attendance of only
nine included a mere two members of
the committee. Missing were the
Chairman (again) the Treasurer
(resigned) and three from the four man
Editorial Team. Finding an excuse to
dodge an AGM is a common occur-
rence with many small societies but
this was probably the ARGs worst in
its near 30 years history.

The meeting should not have gone
ahead as our constitution does not al-
low it but left with the choice of adher-
ing to the constitution or furthering the
we Ifare of the Group, those present de-
cided on the latter. Several decisions

I were taken, some of which are in-
! eluded within.

A warm welcome is extended to a new member;
David Brex, Station House, Kirkbuddo, Forfar 008 2NL.
Tel; 01307 820368
We also welcome the return of the following ex members.
David Bruce, 10 Balmore Street, Dundee 004 6SY.
Tel; 01382 861187
Mike Smith, 6 Leslie Place, Stockbridge, Edinburgh. EH4 INQ.
Tel; 0131 3320480

No excuse is needed for including this photograph 0/ Kirkbuddo I
I

Station but if one was, David Brex 's address will do fine!



New committee following the AGM.

Secretary; Scott Cunningham, 3 Whithorn Place, Monifieth DD5 4TX 01382535737

Journal; Jim Page, 'Oakbank', 27 Rankine Street, Dundee DD3 6DY 01382228351
George Gall, 16 Queen Street, Tayport DD6 9NE 01382552574
Gordon Robertson, 33 Albert Street, Tayport DD6 9AT 01382553739

Treasurers; Jim Pageand Scott Cunningham

Sales; The sales position remains dormant but Jim Page and Charlie Cooper have
agreed to make a joint effort to sell some of the ARG book stock over the
following months.

Minute Secretary; Bill Willison. 'The Beeches' 3 Quality Street, Gauldry, Fife. 01382330339
It was decided to resurrect this post after some years in abeyance.

Chairman; Position not filled.

Syllabus update.

31st March Railways around Arbroath. Ian Johnstone
(This is a Friday evening meeting and will take place at 7.30pm on the
upper floor of Arbroath Library in Hill Terrace. The programme is in
association with the Arbro~athAntiquary & History Club.)

Dates for season 2000-2001.

10th September 2000
8th October
12th November
10th December
14th January 2001
11th February
11th March
8th April

We have more than enough projected programmes to fill the above dates and Tam Willison has
kindly agreed to making some initial arrangements. A more comprehensive coverage will be
included in the next Journal.

Deadline for Journal No 153. (Summer) :16th July (for issue 5th August.)

This is the second and final reminder to those who have not yet renewed their membership for
2000-2001. If you intend renewing please send your subscription to the Secretary as soon as
possible. A new membership list will be compiled shortly.



Editorial. Jim Page.

We were all surprised and disappointed to learn prior to the AGM, of Dave Tough's decision to
resign from the Group. Dave was one who put more into the Group than he took out and on that
basis alone, he will be greatly missed. He was also the last from that company who formed the
Group nearly thirty years ago consequently, an important link with the past has been severed. We
really cannot afford to lose a member such as this and I believe in time, the loss may become even
more noticeable. Following the demise of the Errol project, Dave has taken more than a passing
interest in the possible re-opening of part of the old Waverley Route and in the former Border
Railways generally and plans to devote more time to this. Whatever he gets up to, I'm sure we all
wish him well and hope that he stays in touch.

'August Trip' to Severn Valley.

In keeping with standard ARG logic, this years
'August Trip' will take place in September!
The Gala Weekend at the Severn has been
experienced by several members over the years
but this will be our first collective jaunt. With
umpteen engines programmed together with all
night running, it should be a entertaining weekend.
Bill Willison has agreed to arrange bookings, and
already has the necessary brochures etc. The Gala
Weekend is extremely popular and to guarantee
suitable accommodation, it is imperative that we
book as soon as possible. If you intend going,
you must act now. Bill intends booking a hotel
around mid April and will try for Bewdley as a
base if possible.

Seven of those who attended the AGM have
already said they intended going and this figure
will rise quickly With the need to make
arrangements now, a cut off date has been set
at April 15th. This is less than two weeks away
and you are once again asked to

make your decision now!
The Gala Weekend is September 22-24, we

will probably travel south in cars on the Friday
morning and please note, this is a members only
weekend.

Please include £20 for your hotel deposit to
Bill Willison (address inside front cover)

Scotrail currently have a travel offer of
£ 10 return from Dundee to Aberdeen,
Edinburgh or Glasgow. The offer expires
25th May. There is a restriction on travel
with details included in a Scotrail brochure,
available at Dundee Station.
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Archaeological remains have been discovered
recently at two sites at the Dundee end of the original
railway. Neither can be described as unduly notable
but anything from this railway now closed for
140 years must be worth mentioning.

The first was a fairly substantial wall, originally
built to define the solemn of the southern end of the
Harbour Branch. During the Autumn of last year, r
spent a particularly enjoyable morning as part of a
small group searching out the surviving parts of
medieval Dundee under the guidance of Charles
McKean 1 from Dundee University. During the course
of the morning, we found ourselves in some unusual
locations and more often than not, on private and con-
cealed property. On one occasion we made our way
through a close adjacent to No 92 Nethergate which
served as an entrance to a small hotel! guest house. The close led to an open area which in turn led to a
second passageway leading to enclosed garden ground. To the east of this ground was the wall. It was
higher and more distinctive than might be explained. It was of capped rubble construction and clearly
following the alignment of the former railway. The first edition OIS 50" series shows the railway as
passing through the south side of Nether gate on the site of the present day No 92.

The second discovery was made during February when a cutting wall was uncovered by workmen
leveling ground on the site of the former Dundee Royal Infirmary. The men were removing some dis-
used out-buildings when they uncovered part of the former incline. A Courier report quoted a spokesper-
son for the developers- ie., The demolition work has exposed some of the Dundee & Newtyle Railway
line and we're hoping to make afeature of some viaduct walls. Brief and of course quite incorrect! How
anyone can imagine unearthing a buried viaduct on a 1 in 10 incline defies me. Nonetheless, it may be
worth a letter from the Group to the developers encouraging their public spirited thinking.

The etching is the work of David Small, one of the 19th century's better known illustrator of
Dundee subjects and appeared in Charles Lamb epic tome Quaint buildings .....

Recent Dundee & Newtyle discoveries. Jim Page.

StClticn oi 'N\.t(t~le ?o.ill"fuy. .
Wo.'C1. >load -.

Theformer Ward Road terminal with the line leading
to Dundee Harbour in the foreground.

1 Professor McKean is the co-author of the excellent' Dundee, an illustrated introduction'
2 New housing is planned for the former DRI grounds with the main building turned into high quality flatted

accommodation. The developers are H&H Properties, Brook Street, Broughty Ferry. The architects are
Kerr, Duncan & McAllister also of Broughty Ferry .

.~i1l The remake of The. Railw.ay Children is to sh~t on the Bluebell and ~ot the K& :VVR,
~ ...•..~~~') much to the latter's disappointment. The film will have a notable Scottish connection as<7;~~==~the makers intend to use the old NBR's 0-6-0 'Maude' on hir~ fro~ the SRPS. Odd

U c~r-~~perhaps that the Bluebell apparently could not supply somethmg SUItable.

A novel idea was suggested by a broadcaster on Radio Scotland one morning earlier this month. His
thinking was that we might take all the abandoned railway lines converted to cycle ways, nature trails
and footpaths etc., and turn them into railways. A radical suggestion which he felt quite convinced
would work; silly man.



Buckie Box Derailment. Bob Barnes

The signalman who trained me at Buckie was a real old chap and a really good signalman, but
a bit of a lad. He was in his early sixties and ran the box the way he wanted, now and again paying
attention to rules and regulations. He had his own methods but not outside the guidelines - let's just
say he bent them to near breaking point!

Saturday was always a good fry up day for him, I ran the box, he made the tea and what a tea.
Egg, sausages, bacon, beans, black pudding, a great pile of toast, and a mug of sweet tea. He
always said toast was better than oysters as an aphrodisiac! With the pile of toast made, I asked him
how he managed to come to work if the toast has such properties. 'You must be walking about and
feeling really embarrassed, I said. Him embarrassed, he was a real good lad, always laughing.

The day of the derailment, a train had come down from Perth with something like forty
wagons on. It ran into a road called the 'back of the shed'. The engine uncoupled, the yard pilot
came on to the other end and drew them out onto the main line, then pushed them back into a road
called 'Lochee Lye'. As this was taking place, a wagon split the points outside the box. These
points were worked from the box that is, the old Buckie box with levers both sides of the frame.
The signalman was working at the back of the frame operating levers etc., the points in question
not locked through the detection. Had they been, the points would have been locked .The
signalman always called these points 'chancers', pull the levers and hope for the best! They were
still there when I passed out to operate the box. The signalman told me he heard a bang and a
grating sound, looked out the box window, saw the train was still moving, but with the wagons
were not going past the box. They were piling up in front of it! They were at the next lever when
the train halted.

By this time, a 'hat' had appeared from the West Yard. The hat asked the signalman what the
hell went wrong. The signalman reminded him that the set of points in question had been reported
several times in the past and nothing had been done. Hat said to the signalman, there was no need
to turn the place into a scrap yard. In those days, the crane was kept in number eight road in the
shed. It was steam operated and always had a wee bit of pressure in the boiler. The whole lot was
cleared up in four hours with no hold up on the main line.

The story goes that hat said to the signalman 'what are you going to do now?' As the
signalman was going up the stairs to the box he answered, 'I'm away to have my tea and then over
to the Labour Club for a pint. You can come and get me when its all finished' - and they did!

The 'new' Buche Box and the former Caledonian sheds shortly before both were removed.



A Railway Family. David Paterson.

(Dave will be known to several members as the proprietor of the Bell Rock Tavern in Tayport
where the last two AGMs have been held.)

I was born at the end of November 1940 in Kinross railway station. The Battle of Britain had
ended on 15th September. My father, an engine driver, had a small flat in the station. He drove a
top fired pug through Clackmannanshire to Alloa. As I grew up, I realised that working on the
railway was more than just ajob, it was a way of life.

My grandfather was a driver with the NBR having joined the company in 1900 as a lad porter at
Ladybank, at 12s (60p) a week. His family had come from Charlottetown one mile from Ladybank.
Several of his family worked on the railway including my great-grandfather who was also a driver.

One of my two great uncles was killed during the first war. He had been stationmaster at Fort
William in 1914 when he joined the Cameron Highlanders only to be killed at Loos in 1915. His
name is carved on three war memorials, at Loos, Charlottetown and at Fort William where the
memorial stands prominently at the front of the Alexandria Hotel. Another great uncle ended his
railway career as a head ganger. My uncle David was a fitter's labourer in the West Shed at
Dundee.

My grandfather worked as fireman between St Andrews and Tayport in 1908 and moved to
Aberdeen in 1909. It was necessary in those days to move around to gain promotion. Both my father
and grandfather visited the Bell Rock Tavern in Tayport when the opportunity arose, so it's quite
appropriate that we are now running that establishment. One of my present customers Davie
Duncan fired with one of my grandfathers at
Dundee. All our holidays were taken by rail
and we often used the railway flats or houses
of my father's friends, therefore railways and
talk of railways were never far away.

My father's sister Helen, was a
signalwoman at Tayport throughout the war
years and she has fond memories of the
village. She recollects a young Andy Finn
who now owns Cobbies public house
running errands for her at that time.

We moved to Newport in 1941 as my
father was stationed at Dundee and this
move was his last, as he ended his working
days there. He commuted to work in Dundee
which meant he regularly had to walk the rail
bridge at night. We moved to a council house
in Craighead Road, Newport in 1950 and
that house was adjacent to the rail track.
When we moved to Dundee in 1954 our
house looked over the West shed and the rail
bridge, and was of course a railway house.

I was a trains potter for a couple of years
whilst at Dundee and used to hang around
Magdalen Green to see LNER trains crossing
the Tay rail bridge and LMS trains from
Perth. The clanking of the Austerity goods
engines remains etched in my memory !

I

l

The womenfolk did sterling work during the war years.
This is Aunt Helen at Tayport South c1940.



Victorian Freight from Scotland. Alistair Nisbet

On the 1st of December 1851, the Edinburgh Perth & Dundee Railway issued a leaflet in English,
French and German listing the ports on the east coast of Scotland and publicising the EP&DR for
connecting the rich and extensive coalfields in the Counties of Fife and Clackmannan with the
shipping ports of Burnt island on the Firth of Forth and Tayport near to Dundee on the River Tay.
It drew the attention of ship owners, merchants and others to the company's existence thus;

Tayport is situated on the Tay about three miles nearer the mouth of the river than Dundee. It
is within about 14 miles of Arbroath and 22 miles of Montrose. It possesses a most convenient basin
equally accessible, having seven feet of water at low water of High Spring Tides and is quite safe
and sheltered. The railway waggons run alongside the vessels in these harbours and proper
conveniences are erected for the expeditious loading of coals into ships. The various coal owners
have agents located at the ports and every facility is given for providing cargoes and for loading
with the utmost despatch. Goods imported into these harbours are loaded direct from the vessels
into the railway waggons and may from there be conveyed direct by railway without change of
waggon, to every town in Scotland having railway communication including;

Leith, Edinburgh, Falkirk, Glasgow, Kirkcaldy, Markinch, Cupar, Dunfermline, Alloa,
Dundee, Perth, Arbroath, Montrose, Brechin, Forfar and Aberdeen.

Tayport is the property of the railway company and at present is a free port, no dues being
charged either on vessel or cargo, provided the cargo be conveyed by railway. Besides coal,
vessels can readily obtain cargoes of pig iron, bricks, stone etc., at these harbours.

Last of the summer Real Ale. Jim Page.

So there we were, Dod, Mike and I, supping our way through Iunch at the Hogshead on the
Monday following Christmas when I impetuously made the suggestion that the ever expanding
Wetherspoon pub chain could do worse than take on Broughty Railway Station for conversion.
Whit a great idea said an animated Dod, scarcely containing his excitement. Yes James, I agree; a
splendid idea, said Mike soberingly. I remembered that Mike invariably referred to me as James
when the crack turned to serious matters. Can we no 'phone them, or something?, said Dod between
gulps. The we of course meaning someone other than him.

The more I thought about it, the more sense it made and with three like souls in uncommon
accord, we vacated Hoggies and headed for the Counting House where a copy of the latest
Wetherspoon News complete with contact address, lay in waiting. Some serious debate ensued over
a further pint or two until we convinced ourselves that this was positively our very best idea since
our last one.

Next morning I awoke somewhat less convinced. How much larger Broughty Station had seemed
the previous evening. I wondered, would the Wetherspoon people really think we had found the holy
grail of pub sites? Never daunted, I set about composing a persuasive and meaningful letter. A week
passed, then a month, then two months and nothing. Clearly I thought, it's been well received and
the Wetherspoon people were sparing no effort to further this suggestion to turn our old haunt into a
favoured watering hole. But just in case, our Mike, never one to take no reply for an answer 'phoned
and was given an assurance that a survey would indeed be conducted and that we would be informed
in due course. It's more than a century since Broughty Ferry had refreshment rooms but .

Whilst on the subject of Broughty, the promised electrification of the lines through the station
now seem more remote than ever following the announcement by transport minister Sarah Boyack
that Edinburgh- Aberdeen electrification is not even on the agenda. Kenny MacAskill, shadow
transport minister for the SNP has given an assurance of the SNP's support and announced a
meeting, to be held towards the end of February to decide on how to pursue a campaign in all
counties from Edinburgh to Aberdeen to demand the electrification of the east coast line.
Doesn't it just stir the blood ! .



World War Two at the NYMR.

During the weekend of23/24 October last, Dod Gall and I visited the North York Moors
Railway. Accommodation was at the Goathland Hotel (Aidensfield Arms of Heartbeat Fame) with
evening visits to the nearby Birch Hall Inn at Beckhole where we sampled the locally produced
Black Sheep ale. Locomotives in use over the weekend were 44767 George Stephenson, 60007
Sir Nigel Gresley, 60800 Green Arrow, 62005, 65894,80135 and the Lampten 0-6-0 tank.

A WW2 weekend was being staged during the visit. This well organised event consisted of
preserved military equipment at most stations and army personnel travelling on the trains. At
Levisham, a mock capture of German troops took place.

The Saturday dawned cloudy but dry, followed by several sunny intervals permitting
photographs. After a leisurely day's travelling between Grosmont and Pickering, the final working
was entrusted to Sir Nigel Gresley. Shortly before departure, a heavy shower was sufficient to
grease the rails and cause problems for 60007. The incline to Goathland reduced speed to a bare
crawl as the Pacific battled for adhesion and gave dramatic sound effects.

"~ Sunday started with a threatening sky which was a foretaste of the
day's weather- heavy rain! Before the first passenger service, no 80135
was noted approaching Goathland on a demonstration freight. As this
train was passing under the road overbridge, the leading vehicle, a
brake van, lurched violently and derailed. The second wagon did
likewise then collided heavily with the bridge and with an enormous
crash, the remainder of the train ploughed into the wreckage.
Fortunately no injuries were sustained and the engine was unscathed
but despite the relatively low speed, damage to rolling stock, track and
signalling was substantial. Needless to say, through services were
suspended for the rest of the day L,·. J . .", '

with a Grosmont- Goathland :'.r • ~, N.V.M.R: ,~' N.Y.M.R. '

shuttle being implemented instead, !,.~:~. . ,ALL' LlNE':';;~::\,c/.~
Recovery operations began '~i. TiCKET'··, ..'(;,·:roI~";i!;: Valid for Unliinjt~d Travel . r-

~ immediately. A breakdown train'~~ . on date sl')own (..: "', '0')

~-~~~~~--~ arrived but the brake van was~t·, . ..' ::-. . .~., ..16

wedged tight underneath the bridge and defied all removal
attempts. By late afternoon, gangers appeared no nearer a solution as our two members bade
farewell to the NYMR and headed north for home.

NATIONAL
REGISTRATION

IDENTITY
CARD

Graeme Blair

From the Daily Record- Tuesday 4th May 1926. submitted by Scott Cunningham,

A large number of Scottish travellers to the South found themselves in an awkward predicament
in the early hours of the morning as a result of the cessation of railway traffic (General Strike)
Late trains left Glasgow and Edinburgh with fairly large compliments who had decided to take the
risk attached to travel under such conditions, When Carstairs was reached however, the trains
proceeded no further. They were coupled to another train which arrived from Aberdeen and run
back to Central Station, Glasgow.

When a Daily Record representative visited Central Station about 2am he found that most of the
passengers had remained in their carriages, Some of them had resigned themselves to the situation
and had settled down as comfortably as possible for the night. Others were too worried as to how
and when they were to get to their destinations to follow this philosophical example, One family
was gravely concerned at the prospects of reaching London in time to catch a boat which was to
take them to Natal. 'If we have to take a taxi all the way, we must get to London,' was how the
matron of the little party expressed herself



Can you beat this? Lindsay Home

Surely the shortest excursion in the Dundee area must be the one which appeared in the LM&SR
Programme of Special Trains for the period January 16- 22,1932. Saturday 16th was the date
Forthill Athletic were to play Denny Hibs and for the occasion, a special train was run to convey an
estimated 350 adults along with 100 juveniles from Broughty Ferry to the metropolis of Lochee.

Dundee East was the station named to provide the necessary empty coaching stock required, the
departure time from the East, 12.35pm. Departure time from the Broughty Ferry was 1.28 arriving
Lochee 1.52pm. On arrival, tickets were collected and the necessary return of same was required to
be sent to the General Superintendent.

Departure from Lochee was 4.38pm with the train returning as per the outward journey. It was
scheduled to precede the 4. 13pm LNE ex St Andrews train through Tay Bridge Station.
Invergowrie Signal Box required to be open for the passing of the Special Train on both outward
and return journeys. Broughty Ferry was reached at 5.38 where the return tickets were collected.
No mention was made of a buffet or refreshment car in the formation of the train! The trainmen
would not have required to book off at Lochee nor were they entitled to mileage!

Footnotes to the above. Jim Page.

I first read of the this special about 25 years or so ago whilst browsing through the D&A
equivalent of the above. I'd questioned if in fact the working had taken place that day as a further
entry two weeks later (for Saturday 30.1.1932.) gave the same details. It seemed possible that the
game had succumbed to the Scottish winter and had been called off. The match itsel f was also
intriguing. Why would Forthill Athletic be taking on Denny Hibs in Lochee? I took a note with the
intention of examination the local 'papers but never got round to it. Lindsay's article revived
sufficient interest to finally tackle the relevant issues of the Courier from seventy years ago.

Firstly, the game was a reply ofa fourth round Scottish Junior Cup tie. 'Junior' in football terms
meaning lesser rather than younger, to distinguish between this grade of the game and the
professional or senior level. The Forthill club was an unlikely survivor this far into the competition
and had caught the imagination of Broughty folk. The first game in Denny had ended in a draw and
the Forthill officials evidently decided that their ground in Broughty was too small to house the
expected attendance, hence the use of Glenesk Park to the north of Lochee. The special did run on
the 16th and carried 328 passengers to Lochee Station and back. A short piece in the Courier
regarded it as the first ever football special from Broughty Ferry.

It was cold, wet and windswept, but 6000 plus turned up to watch Forthill win 4-1. The draw
for the fifth round took place three days later and paired Forthill with Glasgow Perthshire. Again
the club chose Glenesk Park. This game went ahead on the 30th and I can only assume that a
second special ran as per the Special Train Notice. Unfortunately, it is not mentioned nor
advertised in the Courier. There was an intimation to the players to meet at Glenesk at 2pm thus
they would have had time to travel up from Broughty on the special. Officials were to meet in
Broughty at 1.20pm, again in time to catch the special.

It's likely that these were the first and last football specials from Broughty Ferry. Forthill went
on to lose 3-6 in front of a crowd of 8,500, a remarkable attendance considering the population of
Broughty Ferry.

Footnote to the footnote! The 16th was a good day for football in Dundee. It was also Scottish Cup day for the
senior sides with a lucky Dundee FC surprisingly winning at home against a most unlucky Morton and
(particularly for the Cunningham household) a magnificent Dundee United side absolutely trouncing the Hibees
at Easter Road.

A New Station for Dunfermline.
Dunfermline Queen Margaret opened on 26th January to the north of the town.



The foLLowing tragic incident was reported in The Courier last month ~

.;~c =:
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'. '" \.

Read all about it. 'Orrible Ovine Accident.

Eight sheep were killed or injured after being struck by a train near Lindores early on Tuesday
afternoon. They had pushed through a hole in a fence bordering the Ladybank - Perth line.
Railtrack Scotland had been informed earlier that there were believed to be sheep on the track.
A spokesman for Railtrack said: "We let the drivers know and got in touch with signalmen but
learned that a train was already in the area".
The train hit the sheep on the Ladybank side of Lindores Loch. No-one was hurt in the incident.
The driver checked the train was undamaged and that it had not become derailed before
continuing his journey. Railtrack imposed a Smph restriction in the area, resulting in five trains
being delayed. They also made sure the fence was secure again. "The important thing is that
nobody was hurt," the spokesman said.

Footnote - Dolly the sheep was unavailable for comment to the editorial team.

and still on the mutton theme ...

Baaa Talk!
Continuing an occasional series on hostelries of interest

Gordon Robertson.

Members resident outwith Fife need no introduction to The BeLLrockTavern, Tayport, venue for
the last two AGMs. Also close by the harbour but perhaps less familiar however, may be found
another excellent hostelry, Cobbie's Inn (Tay Street).

Housed in a building of some considerable age, Cobbie's in recent years has been quietly
transformed by the proprietor Andy Phin. Andy's penchant for the local history of the sleepy
hollow of Tayport is evinced in the many photographs lining the walls of the bar, some inevitably
relating to railway subjects. A relaxing ambience aided by unobtrusive background music of a
60s vintage make a visit well worthwhile.
But what of the lamb chop connection, I hear you ask? Well, it goes something like this ...

And it came to pass on a recent Sunday evening that two of the editorial team met in The Bell to
give weighty consideration to journal matters, and perhaps partake of a mild libation courtesy of
a Mr T Taylor of Keighley. The first member (the bald yin) arrived an hour or so earlier than his
colleague (the grey haired yin) and partook eagerly of the afore-mentioned product. This,
coupled with the fact that apparently the previous day the said product had taken a severe
hammering, resulted in zero ale available ... ! Cue much wailing and nashing of teeth,
especially on the part of the grey haired yin (who considered GBH on the bald yin).

The editorial team contemplated an early night but acting on a hunch of the bald yin's,
investigated the rumour of cask ale in Cobbie s and lo! on entering they beheld a handpump,
dispensing one of the varied range of products from The Aviemore brewery. And verily, it was
deemed to be palatable. And its name? Sheeps ..... r.

Cheers!

This years provisional SRPS programme includes a railtour from Edinburgh to the NYMR and
Whitby. It is planned for 10th June. For further information 'phone 01383 822944 or 01698263814 or
write to, SRPS Railtours, 3 South Cathkin Farm Cottages, Glasgow G73 5RG.



Unauthorised Journey Graeme Blair

Some 30 years ago when my uncle worked at Newburgh signal box I spent a lot of my spare time
at this location which frequently brought me into contact with crews of stopping trains. One such
acquaintance resulted in an unofficial footplate trip to Perth and back on Friday 23rd January 1970.

During the previous evening a Perth to Millerhill freight had pulled up outside the box with the
section to Ladybank still occupied by a preceding train. The driver alighted to sign the train register and I
quickly struck up a conversation with this character. Our brief discussion was quickly ended though when
the section cleared as my uncle pulled off the starting signal and handed the token to this driver. As he
made for the door he paused and said 'Fancy a cab trip to Perth tomorrow? - then be up here for the
Inverness cement. '

I would not have missed this opportunity for anything and I arrived at the signal box in plenty of
time on the Friday evening. My uncle advised me that the train was running on time and when it
approached I accompanied him over the boarded crossing for the token exchange. I had a sneaking
feeling this train was approaching too fast and would not stop for me- it didn't stop, but had slowed to
about walking pace when a voice from the cab shouted me aboard and as sparks from the locomotives
brakes danced around my feet I grabbed the hand rails of Class 40 diesel No. D366 and climbed onto the
footplate.

The drivers assistant kindly allowed me the use of his seat and I sat back to enjoy the journey- the
warmth of the cab being in contrast to the dark murky winters night outside. I was informed our train
consisted of 25 loaded Presflo cement tanks originating from Oxwellrnains at Dunbar and we were
running as a fully vacuum fitted service.

At Bridge of Earn we slowed to surrender the token, the wise signalman here using a pole from
his cabin for this purpose. Passing the closed Glenfarg route trailing in from the left we entered the
double track section to Hilton, where beckoned on by clear signals D366 heaved its train over the junction
and into the gloom of Moncrieff tunnel.

Once through the tunnel, we commenced the descent into Perth, passing the recently closed
Friarton locomotive depot, now standing dark and silent. We were routed along the station avoiding
freight line past the locomotive sidings where some 10 diesels awaited their next duties and onto the
marshalling yard where a respectable amount of traffic was being handled.

Our train was scheduled to change locomotives at Perth and as our engine was being uncoupled, I
noticed a single Class 27 being prepared to take over. It seemed odd to me that a smaller form of traction
was being entrusted with this heavy train over the formidable Highland line gradients. We then ran light
engine back to the station holding sidings where we left our loco. The crew would then go to the
messroom for their break, but before going the driver directed me to a Class 37 locomotive saying 'That's
the one your going back on- go up on it and take a seat, but don't touch anything and make sure the gaffer
doesn't see you. '

As I sat in the drivers seat I reflected on the trust placed on myself by leaving an unaccompanied
teenager on a footplate and the flouting of rules to give me an insight of the working railway. In due
course the crew returned and we made our way back to the yard to collect our return train - the 20.00
hours Perth to Millerhill service comprised mostly of potato traffic from the Forfar branch.

Once under way a red light near the station brought us to an abrupt halt. The crew sensed
something was wrong and an approaching Bardic lamp heralded an inspector about to board us. Before
this 'Hat' arrived I retreated to the engine room where I was obliged to spend the next 1112 hours
savouring the sound and fumes of our locomotive. It transpired one of the station pilots had derailed on
points and until this casualty was removed we would be held.

Eventually the inspector disappeared and the signal which checked us blinked to green. I took up
my place on the footplate again much to the crews amusement although they were totally displeased at the
prospect of an early finish now completely dashed. Once the pointwork at Hilton and Bridge of Earn
junctions was negotiated, full power was applied to the locomotive and a top speed of 52 mph was attained
before the brakes went on for the Newburgh stop, where I quickly alighted and thanked the crew for an
enjoyable trip.



Closure of Fife Railways. Alistair Nisbet.

The Dundee Courier & Advertiser for 1 July 1950 reported on a case heard the day
before in the Court of Session where Lord Blades granted an interim interdict to prevent
the Railway Executive discontinuing the passenger train service and closing stations in
North Fife ie on the North Fife Line from Newburgh to St Fort.

An action had been raised by Fife County Council, Cupar District Council, the Burgh of
Newburgh, Mrs F Hardie of Newburgh and seven other people and they argued that the
line provided the only reasonably practicable means of transport for the inhabitants of
villages which it served.

On 31st January that year Fife CC had received intimations from the Railway executive
of the closure proposal and the two parties met on 2nd May when the Council were told it
had been agreed that the closure would operate from 5th June. A strong protest was
made but to no avail for they were told on 23rd May that the closure had been
postponed until July 3rd.

The Council had pressed the Railway Executive to state their authority for closure which
they had declined to do - they had refused to state it or to discuss their procedure.

The Councils claimed that the Railway Executive had not consulted the TUCC for
Scotland although this body said they had considered the situation on 2nd June but
decided not to object to it provided that additional buses were laid on in the morning
and evening between Newburgh and St Fort or Newport for workers from Newburgh and
Kilmany to get to I from Dundee.

The Councils said that the bus proposal was peculiar because the Railway executive
could only do so if they got authority to - the Traffic Commissioner had to take into
account representations from anyone already providing transport facilities along the
route in question.

!

Lord Blades agreed to an interim interdict until things had been put on a proper footing
and said "We cannot have nationalised bodies taking the law into their own hands",

The case was reopened during January 1951 and The Fife News reported the
background to it on 3rd February, relating that the Court of Session had heard an
application two days earlier by the original litigants who had again sought to have it
declared that the Railway Executive were bound to provide a reasonable railway service
until such time as they could provide the normal users with an adequate system of
transport by omnibus or otherwise, It was alleged that they were trying to close the line
in breach of a statutory obligation to afford all reasonable facilities for receiving and
conveyance of passengers and were withdrawing those facilities too the undue
prejudice of passengers.

Lord Blades was again hearing the case and unfortunately considered that an
investigation and determination of the complaint was outwith his jurisdiction, this being
solely in the area of the Transport Tribunal. He therefore had no option but to dismiss
the action, having no powers to hear it himself.

It is very interesting to look back at the Fifeshire Advertiser of 3rd October 1964 and
read the report of a speech made in the run up to the General Election by the then
Unionist (ie Tory) candidate for East Fife, Sir John Gilmour Bt in which he forecast
that the railway line between Newport and Leven would be reprieved from the
Beeching Axe. "My bet is that it's not going to be closed because if it had been it



would have been announced by now". He found it more worrying that the
Government and Parliament had very little control over commercial rail traffic (I).
This shows how well most politicians know their patches and in particular the local
railway scene - the Tayport to Leuchars part of "the Newport to Leven line" (which
was never one line of course) had been closed completely since January 1956.
Perhaps it was just coincidental that as soon as Sir John started his speech the lights
went out - a florin for the meter had to be found before he could begin again 1

The St Andrews Citizen dated 28 August 1965 listed, in a prominent public Notice
inserted by the BRB, the various alternative bus services which would be provided by
W Alexander & Sons (Fife) Ltd once Guardbridge and St Fort stations closed.
These were listed under Table Numbers but unless you had a copy of the relevant
Alexander's timetable you were none the wiser for no times or timings were shown
nor were the route numbers for that matter. However if you wished to go from Leven
to Edinburgh the complete rail and connecting bus service was shown.

The following week they printed a letter from Sir Malcolm Knox, Principal of St
Andrews University, warning that sooner or later the complete St Andrews branch
from Leuchars would be closed and probably within two years. The way in which this
would be done would be by reducing facilities, especially the well used services so
that no evidence could be shown for a demand for rail travel. As examples he
indicated that as from 6th September both the 9.18 and 10.23 am departures from St
Andrews were being withdrawn, these being the most popular services for people
going to Dundee and Edinburgh respectively.

On 6th September 1965 The Courier reported the running of the last train from Leven
to St Andrews which had arrived at St Andrews just after 10 pm the previous
Saturday evening (4th September) where about 50 people where waiting on the
platform to greet it. The driver was James Davidson of Dundee, who had worked on
the railways for 47 years, while the guard was A Donaldson of St Andrews.
Curiously there was no mention of Guardbridge station which had closed the same
day although the Leuchars to St Andrews trains still ran.

The Fife News of 5thAugust 1967 contained details of a proposal for a new BRB-
owned hotel on the site of the old station, describing it as an "upside down hotel".

In the St Andrews Citizen for 1stJuly 1967 there appeared a notice issued by the
British Railways Board intimating that the closure of the Leuchars Junction to St
Andrews line would happen on 1stJanuary 1968 and inviting objections by 18th

august '67. The notice listed the existing bus services, by table no, and that an
additional bus to Dundee would leave St Andrews at 8.0 am, express from Leuchars
to Dundee. A similar journey would come back from Dundee at 5.20 pm Monday to
Friday and 12.20 pm on Saturdays only. the BRB would still be offering a collection
and delivery service for parcels by road.

The following week the St Andrews Town Council resolved to make a "strong
objection" to closure and letters from the Merchants association, St Leonards School
and the Scottish Railway Development Association were quoted. The school had
said that the majority of the 430 girls and 50 staff still travelled to and from school by
rail up to 12 times a year each. The editorial in The Citizen suggested that the
Minister had already prejudged the issue and that these Objections could only be of
use on the grounds of hardship to the community.

On 4thJanuary 1969 the St Andrews Citizen carried a Public Notice inserted by the
Post Office intimating that because of the withdrawal of the railway service there
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would have to be changes to the times of collections from letter boxes in the city. At
the Head Office the 8.45 am and 6 pm collections would become 7.45 am and 7 pm
but the 8.15 pm collection would cease. The late evening collection from certain
town boxes would be coming forward from 7.45 pm to 6.30 pm. With hindsight one
wonders whether the Post Office were taking the opportunity to introduce a few cost
saving measures of their own in bringing forward the later collections.
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The same edition also contained a letter criticising the Town Council for being too
casual about the closure and asking what hope there now could be for having St
Andrews chosen as the permanent home for the Open Championship.

The Sf Andrews Citizen reported that on the 6th of January 1969 the Town Council
had been presented with letters from both the bus company and the Traffic
Commissioners indicating that as they had not made any representations at the
public hearings it was too late to consider any changes to the planned timetable. Of
the 21 trains which stopped at Leuchars only six would have connecting buses
directly to St Andrews although there would also be some form of connections at
Cupar as well.

They also heard from the Ministry of Transport that there was no hope of a subsidy
from the Minister, even though there was every possibility that such provision in the
Transport Bill would have enabled him to make such an offer.

Also on s" January 1969 The Courier reported "lively scenes on the last train for St
Andrews on Saturday night". This was the 2327 from Leuchars, driven by Allan
Watson of Dundee, and it carried many people who had travelled out on the 2232
from St Andrews in order to be able to come back on the last ever service. Many
asked to keep their tickets as souvenirs.

The first ever journey on 3rd July 1852 had taken 13 or 14 minutes but the very last
one took half an hour because of the number of times the communication cord was
pulled - £25 worth for nothing according to The Courier (the penalty was only £5 at
this time remember). Each time the guard came through the coaches he was met
with a sea of innocent looking faces.
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At St Andrews station students from the University sang calypsos about the closure
and as the empty stock went back to Dundee the passengers sang Auld Lang Syne
and gave three cheers for the railway staff at St Andrews".

The St Andrews Citizen for Saturday 1st February 1969 recorded that the Town
Council had been assured by the Scottish Region's General Manager that
information about the bus and rail connections at Leuchars would be available
immediately at all booking and enquiry offices at principal stations throughout
Scotland and that posters would be displayed as well. This arose from a complaint
in the Glasgow Herald by someone who had found that there was no information
available at Edinburgh Waverley. . ;;

Summer Programme.
In keeping with previous years, there is none! However, there will be some none programmed

activity for those who enjoy the great outdoors. No dates at this time but there is at the planning stage.
(1) A guided walk over the Carmyllie Railway, part of which is a nature trail and a further part which
may not be accessible. At five miles in length, it should not be too demanding.
(2) A tour to the sites of as many of Angus' former private sidings as can be fitted into one day.
(3) Behind the scenes at the SRPS Bo'ness.


